
Time Capsule:

A NLI Learning Experience: Bringing History to Life

 All documents and primary sources in this program are from
The Senesh Family Archive, with thanks to Ori and Mirit Eisen



Welcome! 
What can you learn about
someone’s personality,
interests, culture, and history
through objects they collect and
were collected about them?

What can you learn about
yourself?

This interactive,This interactive,
engaging learningengaging learning
experience helpsexperience helps
students see thatstudents see that
history is about realhistory is about real
people and thatpeople and that
history is personal.history is personal.
  



About Chana
Chana Senesh (also spelled Hannah Szenes) has become an iconic
figure in Israeli culture, a symbol of courage and heroism.

Although Chana was just 23 years old at the time of her death, she
also left behind a unique and important literary legacy. A talented
poet and writer, she kept a personal diary right up until the day she
left to take part in her final mission, and wrote many letters to her
mother and brother still living in war-torn Europe. Her poems were
discovered only after her death. 

The National Library of Israel's Chana Senesh Collection includes
original letters by Chana Senesh in Hebrew, Hungarian and English,
diaries, notebooks, drawings, photos, postcards, personal
belongings and manuscripts of her poems.

How will you describe Chana Senesh to your learners? 
Find more on our education website and on the main NLI website.

https://tinyurl.com/zdh5bc3j
https://www.nli.org.il/en/discover/history/figures/hannah-szenes


...practice core skills
in observation,
analysis and
constructing
narratives, as well as
life skills such as
problem-solving,
communication and
cooperation.

...experience the historian's
role in identifying, sorting
and assessing information
by exploring how the
National Library of Israel's
primary sources construct
the story of a person, time,
place or event.

...have fun while
learning about the
iconic life and works of
Chana Senesh and
discover what it meant
to live during her time.

...bring history to life
and make the
personal connections
necessary for placing
history in meaningful
contexts,
understanding the
passage of time and
making sense of the
world around us.

LEARNERS WILL...



SCOPE

OPENING: 10 mins
SIX TASKS: 30 mins
CLOSING: 20 mins

This special learning experience
can be run in one sitting or split
over two separate class periods.

You can also expand the main
program with our suggested
Extension Activities found later in
these pages.

Ideal for
ages 10-15

60 minutes

Modular



EQUIPMENT

Large envelopes
Markers
Pens/pencils
Scissors
Tape
Spare paper
Post-it/memo notes
Giant blank paper OR 
whiteboard/blackboard

One smartphone/tablet device for each group
Wifi/data for the above
Download 'Zappar' app to each device
Check for 'Google Translate' on each device
Ability to play music from internet
(phone/computer/speakers)

TEST the two apps

before starting the

program!

DIGITALMATERIALS

Zappar App

https://www.zappar.com/getzappar/


1. Print one copy of this Educators Guide.

2. Print one copy of  the Answer Cards.

3. Print the Mission Cards (one copy per group).  
Pack them into separate envelopes for each
group and write the corresponding mission
numbers on the front. Consider laminating for
future use.

PREPARING THE TIME CAPSULE



Place the envelopes in a vintage suitcase or retro
box, one per group or one for the whole class.

Print some of the primary sources in different
sizes, for eg. small for the postcard in 'mission 5'.

Place the photos in an album in 'mission 1.'

Bring in a flashlight/torch for an underground
feel in 'mission 6'.

OPTIONAL CUSTOMIZATION



HOW IT WORKS - PART 1

Arrange learners into small groups. Introduce the activity and play the video.

Distribute the time capsules (envelopes with mission cards).

Set the clock for 30 minutes (or your choice of timeframe). Learners can
open their mission cards and begin once you say YOUR TIME STARTS NOW.

Circulate to take note of their observations, questions and discussions.

Stop the clock

The mission: Complete the tasks to piece together
Chana Senesh's story and unlock her final secret
message....before time runs out!



HOW IT WORKS - PART 2

Gather everyone together to read Chana's story, found on the left-
hand side of Mission Cards. Learners can take turns reading out
from the 'speech bubble' in order from card 1-6.

Also use this opportunity to go 
through the answers to each Mission.

Reveal Chana's Final Secret Message. Refer to the Answer Cards
for details.

Summarize the activity. Refer to the Answer Cards for details.



Your Turn #1! 
Create a Time Capsule
for a different
historical figure. Maybe
make it into a game
for another grade in
your school.

Dig Deeper 
Reflect and Review
the Time Capsule
Experience

More Chana Senesh 
Run a lesson about
Chana Senesh and/or
her time period. You can
find a resource pack on
our website filled with
discussion questions
and activities.

EXTENSION IDEAS

Your Turn #2! 
Create your own Time
Capsule. This can be
one for the indivdual
student, the class, the
school or the
community.

https://tinyurl.com/zdh5bc3j


How did it go?

Tell Us - we'd love to know!

What worked? 
What could be improved?

Send us photos of the 
Time Capsule in action!



NOTES TO EDUCATOR

Building Excitement

You can help build anticipation
and get learners excited for the

activity by.....

Hybrid Tech/Off-screen

Deliberate...tangible, basic, no
frills. off screen with some tech

Accessibility Languages

Reflection and Evaluation

constant group eval/processing
throughout the activity plus

group &i individual at end. also
gives a sense of keeping a diary,
just like Chana and just like NLI

record/importance of
documenting

Immersive


